Instructions

Important:

Please, be very careful not to loose pieces when you open the package because each
one is required for the assembly of the cube!
Pay also attention if there are children, as they may swallow small parts.

Introduction
Congratulations!
You have just purchased one of the fastest speedcubers in the world, which is considered to be
the best Rubik's cube for competition on the market!
With this model called Dayan Guhong V2 the world record was repeatedly beaten by experts
like as Feliks Zemdegs, Rowe Hessler and Mats Valk (currently the world record is less than 6
seconds).
The structure of this cube allows you to turn the sides much faster than normal and the inside
springs perfectly correct rotation mistakes.
I'm sure that you will love this cube and I wish you a lot fun!

Instructions
Assembling a Dayan Guhong V2 takes only 15 minutes
but it is important that you follow these instructions in
detail without skipping any steps.
Also keep in mind the following distinctions:
- The 8 corners are located at the 8 vertices of the cube
and have three sides each.
- The 12 edges have two sides each and are always
between two corners.
- On each side of the cube there is a center. So in total
there are 6 centers.
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1)

Assembly of corners

The first thing you need to assemble are the 12
edges. They are all identical and are constructed
in the same way.
Each one is composed of two half plus a small
piece called torpedo.

Insert the torpedo at the end of one of the two
halves and clasp with the second half.
To join them, simply put a little pressure. Make
sure that between the two parts do not remain
open spaces.

That’s the result.
Do the same with the other edges.
You should have 12 of these.
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Assembly of corners

Each corner is composed of three equal pieces
that must be assembled together with a little
pressure.

Start by attaching two pieces.
On each piece are two small wings that are
inserted inside a small slot on the near piece.
This is very intuitive. In this way they remain
firmly attached together.

Attach the third piece and clamp everything with
some pressure. Make sure that no open spaces
remain between the pieces.
Here's what you should get.
Do the same procedure with the remaining
corners.
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Assembly of corners

It's time to assemble the 6 centers.
It is important that the order is the following:
screw, spring, washer, black center, white core

Firstly put the spring on the screw, and then add
the washer.

Insert the screw in the black center and with the
help of a small screwdriver screw the whole thing
into one opening of the white core.
Screw almost all the way.

You do not have to tighten the screw completely.
When you pull the black center piece to the outside
(putting the spring under tension) you have to get a
space of about 2 mm between the white core and
the end of the black center. This space must be
seen only when you pull the piece.
In this way, each center will keep some "play" that
will allow the sides to align perfectly during
resolution.
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Do exactly the same procedure for the remaining
center (remember to leave 2mm space for every
screws).

Now add the 6 caps on each center with some
pressure. They are easy to remove with your nails,
but they won’t come out during resolution.

4)

Insert pieces

At this point, you have to insert the edges and
corners around the core.
Begin by placing 2 edges, then a corner and then
another edge.

Keep doing this with the remainig pieces.
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To build the last layer put the upper center at an
angle of 45 degrees as in the photo. The add two
edges. Without turning the center at 45 degrees it
is very difficult to fit the edges and you risk
damaging the cube.
Thenn add the remaining corners and edges,
leaving a hole to insert the last piece that has to be
an edge.

To insert the last edge you need to continue to
keep the top layer to 45 degrees as in the photo.
With some pressure take apart the two corners and
insert the last edge.

5)

Attach the stickers

It's time to attach the stickers to the cube.
First clean each side of the cube with a degreasing
agent (eg. Medicinal petrol).
Cut the stickers block into two parts.
You need only half as the other serves as a
substitute if one day you want to replace the
stickers that are worn.
Also cut in half the yellow sheet of paper.

Remove the plastic film from the gluing yellow
sheet of paper and let it adhere well to the 9
stickers of a colour of your choice.
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Raise the film and the 9 stickers will remain
attached below.

Place the film on one side of the cube, making sure
that each sticker attach in the middle of each black
piece. Rub the film with your fingers and when you
are sure that each sticker is well attached, remove
the film.

Now you can also attach the other colours.
Of course you can choose the arrangement of the
colours that you prefer.
However, in the original layout (which I recommend
you to use to more easily follow the online tutorials)
green is opposite to blue, white is opposite to
yellow and red is opposite to orange. Furthermore,
if you keep red on the front and yellow upward, the
blue should be on the left side and green on the
right side.

That’s a picture taken from behind!
White is obviously on the bottom.
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Congratulations!
You are now holding a Dayan Guhong V2 completely ready to beat the world record J!
The last thing I highly recommend you do is to "spray" inside the cube (removing an edge and
then putting it back) some silicone spray (you can find it in every brico shop).
In this way, the cube will be lubricated and it will turn fantastically!
If by chance a few pieces should pop out from the center, it means that you need to tighten a little
bit more each screw. Simply detach with the nails the 6 caps and tighten by a round or two each
screw. If the cube should turn too slowly, then you can unscrew each screw a little bit.
Have fun!

Federico Soldati

P.S. for any questions please email me at info@federicosoldati.com
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